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Revelation
Independent board
to be named Oct. 20
By CHAD GALLAGHER
Administration editor
Eastern President David Jorns Monday announced
that the new members of Eastern’s first independent
governing board will be named by Oct. 20.
Jorns, who made the announcement during his third
open luncheon of the semester, said the new members of
the board will be announced through a press release
from the university.
Jorns said sources have told him the new board
members will be from throughout the state and will
consist of no high-profile political people.
“(The board members) will be people adept to
corporate life,” Jorns said. “I’ve heard there will be
plenty of women and minorities on the board also.”
New governing board members for the five Board of
Governors’ universities are recommended by the
universities but final approval is left to Gov. Jim Edgar.
The BOG is set for elimination Jan. 1 when individual
boards take governance over the five BOG universities.
Sandra Bingham-Porter, chairwoman of the Staff
Senate, asked Jorns what sort of qualifications the new
members must have – such as a four-year bachelor’s
degree.
“(The applicants) I know of all have degrees, but it
certainly isn’t part of the criteria,” Jorns said.
Other things discussed Monday include:
■ Shirley Stewart, director of Student Services and
Career Planning and Placement, asked Jorns if there is
any pending state legislation that calls for technological
improvements at the university.
Jorns said he has heard of no major changes most
likely because it is an election year and drastic political
moves are uncommon at that time.
“The next legislative session (in Springfield) will be
spent on politics ... and we stand to lose out during these
election years,” Jorns said.
■ Anne Hofferkamp, a member of University Board,
attended the meeting to let people know about local
efforts to construct an AIDS Quilt, a quilt consisting of
various sections of fabric each made by a different group
or organization to raise AIDS awareness. Hofferkamp
said the UB plans to begin working on the quilt
sometime in April.
“I’m not here to get money (for the project) – I’m just
here to let everyone know about it,” Hofferkamp said.
Hofferkamp said she plans to address the Faculty,
Staff and Student senates to gather support for the quilt.
“We would like to have lectures, performers or
anyone presenting a positive awareness (during the quilt
forming),” Hofferkamp said.
Hofferkamp said the AIDS Quilt will consist of 16-20
sections.

Chet Piotrowski/ Staff photographer

A barrow-o-fun
Lynda Stichnoth, a junior elementary education major, and Jason Wiatrak, a junior marketing major, compete in the “Take
Your Date Home” race during Tower Week in the Lincoln Stevenson Douglas Complex lobby, Monday night. Stichnoth and
Wiatrak are both residents of the seventh floor of Stevenson.

Students petition for upgraded
computer systems in Lumpkin
By AMY DAVIS
Staff Writer
A petition intended to show the need
for new computers in Lumpkin Hall
will be circulated for two more weeks
before being taken to Eastern President
David Jorns, said Sarah Britton, a senior
administrative information systems
major.
Britton said the computers, which
were new in 1990, are now “at least two
upgrades behind.” She said the petition
is designed to draw attention to the
situation. She said she hopes to get
between 200 and 250 signatures on the
petition.
“I believe we are not being prepared
with software and hardware and the
knowledge to use them after

graduation,” Britton said.
She said new computer equipment
would benefit “administrative information systems majors, computer
and operations management majors,
business education majors as well as
others who want to be more computer
literate.”
Harry Nelson, director of academic
computing at Eastern, said that part of
the $10 in increased student fees
designated for computer technology
will pay for 10 new general-access
computer stations in Lumpkin.
Britton, though, said Lumpkin needs
computers for use in classes, not for
individual work.
“Ten computers won’t be enough for
a class,” she said. “We need computers,
software and the training to use them in

the workplace.”
Britton said students interested in
signing a petition should contact an
administrative information systems
major.
Dave Henard, associate vice
president of computer and telecommunication services, said people in
the College of Business are aware of the
problem and are “working on it.”
“Many people are worried about it
and are doing as much as they can to
get new computer technology,” he said.
Britton said students and faculty need
up-to-date computers as soon as
possible.
“Somewhere things have to change,”
she said. “We’re paying tuition and fees
and don’t see any benefit from it. It’s
not fair.”

Recycling Committee seeks to sell old newspapers
By SCOTT BOEHMER
Student government editor
Student Senate Recycling Committee
members say they are looking into
instituting a newsprint recycling program.
Jeff Zilch, who is assisting Recycling
Committee Chairwoman Marcy Benjamin,
said the major problem in establishing the
program in the past has been finding a local
recycling center which is willing to pay for
the paper materials.
Zilch said a new option has now been
found which should allow newsprint
recycling to start by the end of this

semester.
Jon Collins, Eastern’s superintendent of
grounds, said under the current plan
newsprint will be bundled and sold to the
highest bidding paper broker.
Zilch said it is necessary for the
newsprint to be sold because of the cost of
collecting, packaging and transporting the
paper.
He said the program would primarily
focus on recycling newsprint such as The
Daily Eastern News, which has a daily
circulation of 9,100.
“Different types of paper cannot always
be recycled together,” Zilch said “A more

efficient type of program can be developed
where the paper can be recycled and this
can be done in a way where it’s cost
efficient.”
For the program to work efficiently,
Benjamin said special bins will need to be
set up for the collection of newsprint.
Benjamin said the group Expanding
Awareness and Responsibility Toward
Humanity has contacted her about getting
involved and helping out with the
newspaper recycling program. Jonna
Stanke, a member of EARTH, was
unavailable for comment Monday.
Benjamin also said the Student Senate

hopes to work with National Residence
Hall Honorary, which covers recycling in
residence halls.
Zilch said he foresees student apathy on
the part of some students, possibly
dampening the recycling program.
“One of the largest problems we foresee
is students not taking the time to
distinguish between a garbage can and a
recycling bin,” Zilch said.
Benjamin said the recycling committee
has also been working to establish regular
pick-up times for aluminum cans in
fraternity and sorority houses, as well as
getting bins for the new greek houses.
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Decatur group runs homeless shelter for lost pets
DECATUR (AP) – The homes of Linda
Caylor and Robyn Scott have not gone to
the dogs. They’ve gone to the cats.
Close to a hundred cats are sheltered by
these Pet Tracks volunteers while they seek
adoptive owners.
“It’s very rewarding. It makes you feel
good when you get one off the street that
you know would otherwise be put to sleep
at the animal shelter,’’ Caylor said.
Caylor and Scott, along with veterinarian
Cheryl Helsing and other volunteers run the
not-for-profit organization dedicated to saving cats and dogs.
Thick black binders resting on shelves in

Caylor’s home contain case-by-case chronicles of how the group has helped more than
3,000 animals find new homes in only three
years.
Caylor has always had a soft spot for
cats. She began to realize the dismal chance
of survival a stray or abandoned animal has
when one of her own pets was lost almost
four years ago.
More than 300 cats have a temporary residence in her home while she looks for new
owners.
Caylor said she feels too many people
treat pets as disposable.
“People should realize that these animals

have the same feelings that people do,’’
Caylor said.
By living with her cats, Caylor gets to
know them as individuals. A few have free
range in her home, but most live in a spare
room. Caylor claims she can match a cat’s
personality to the kind of home a prospective owner would offer. And she thinks the
cats appreciate the effort.
“I’m going to cat heaven,’’ Caylor said.
The closest a stray can come to heaven
on earth is at the home of Robyn Scott.
Scott takes on many of the cats Pet
Tracks puts up for adoption.
All have full run of her home.

“I’ve kind of lost track,’’ she admits.
Scott’s cat ownership snowballed since
she received a cat as a present in high
school.
Scott, a medical technician, said she’s
lost possession of her home to her cats and
is careful about what she leaves out when
she goes out.
“I’ve just learned what they’re likely to
do, then I just take my chances,’’ she said.
Scott said she feels most pet owners are
responsible. “But there’s a small number of
ignorant, uncaring population that think animals are just disposable,’’ Scott said. “They
think animals are a lower life form..’’

Simpson schedules Powell says Simpson trial
first live TV interview showed national racial split

LOS ANGELES (AP) – O.J.
Simpson will give his first
extensive interview since his
acquittal to NBC, his former
employer, for no pay and with
no questions barred, the network said Monday.
Simpson will be interviewed
live for about an hour on
Wednesday by Tom Brokaw
and Katie Couric on “Dateline
NBC,’’ said NBC News
spokeswoman Beth Comstock.
Simpson’s interview will air
around around 9 p.m. EDT, in
the middle of a special threehour broadcast, she said.
Simpson spoke briefly by
phone on CNN’s “Larry King
Live’’ last week.
NBC News President Andrew Lack negotiated by
phone over the weekend with

Simpson’s representatives and
then with Simpson himself to
secure the upcoming interview.
A jury acquitted Simpson,
48, last week in the June 12,
1994 knife slayings of his exwife Nicole Brown Simpson
and Ronald Goldman. Several
jurors have come forward to
say they believed the prosecution failed to prove its case
beyond a reasonable doubt.
One juror, David Aldana, an
East Los Angeles truck driver,
kept a journal throughout the
trial and is trying to sell the
material for a book or movie,
his attorney, Gary Brown, said
Monday.
“We are entertaining offers
in that area. He has an interest
in telling his story,’’ Brown
said.

LONDON (AP) – Retired Gen. Colin Powell said
Monday that the O.J. Simpson trial revealed a racial
divide in America but emphasized that it was “not a
metaphor for all race relations in the United States.’’
“There is an enormous chasm. And sometimes we
forget, when we see some progress and some blacks
are doing well ... what we have left behind in our
inner cities,’’ Powell said in a radio interview with
the British Broadcasting Corp.
But Powell, the son of Jamaican immigrant parents who is considering a Republican or independent
bid for the American presidency, said the Simpson
verdict was “not a metaphor for all race relations in
the United States.’’ Simpson’s acquittal last week on
charges of murdering his former wife and her friend
divided U.S. opinion largely on racial lines.
Powell, retired chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, is in Britain on a two-day visit to promote his
book.
He met with Prime Minister John Major at
Major’s official residence, signed books for people
lining up at stores and visited relatives who came to
Britain from Jamaica.

Powell, who is due to announce next month
whether he will run for president, said he sees himself first as an American, then as black.
“There are some people who see me as an
American who happens to be black. But there are
also many, many Americans who see me first as a
black man, and we have to get that filter out of the
way before they see me as an American,’’ Powell
said.
Recalling discrimination against blacks in the
American South a generation ago, Powell cited
“enormous progress.
“Look at me. Here I am, a black American who is
being seriously considered as a candidate for president of the United States, even though nobody
knows what party I am in,’’ Powell said.
British newspapers have contrasted the careers of
Powell and a cousin, now back in Jamaica, who emigrated to Britain and remained a London bus conductor throughout his working life.
Asked whether a black in Britain could have done
as well as he has, Powell said, “I wish I could be
courteous ... but I don’t think it could have been.’’

Jury selection begins in Selena’s murder trial
HOUSTON (AP) – Jury selection got under way
Monday in the murder trial of the Selena fan club president accused of gunning down the beloved singing star,
with the defense suggesting the weapon went off accidentally.
“I want jurors who can understand that a weapon can
accidentally discharge,’’ defense attorney Douglas Tinker
told prospective jurors. “This is not a complicated case.
The issue before you is if she did not intentionally do it,
she is not guilty of murder.’’
Yolanda Saldivar, 35, is charged with shooting the
Tejano star at a Corpus Christi motel March 31. The 23year-old Grammy-winning singer had gone there to fire
Ms. Saldivar; Selena’s family suspected the woman of
embezzling $30,000.
In a statement to police, Ms. Saldivar acknowledged
pulling the trigger of the .38-caliber pistol aimed at the
singer. As the fatally wounded Selena lay in the motel
lobby, Ms. Saldivar kept police at bay in a parking lot
with a gun to her head for 9 hours before surrendering.
Security was tight as jury selection began. A SWAT
team and two bomb-sniffing dogs swept the courtroom

before the 200 or so prospective jurors arrived, and 10
officers patrolled the floor.
Throngs of Selena fans had been expected but never
showed, apparently taking court officials’ advice to stay
away during jury selection, which was closed to the public.
Selena, whose full name was Selena Quintanilla Perez,
was beloved by fellow Mexican-Americans who listened
to Tejano, a bouncy blend of Spanish mariachi music and
polka.
More than 30,000 fans trekked to Corpus Christi to pay
last respects to the singer who, just before her death, had
hoped to break out from the Spanish-language pop charts
with her first recordings in English. More than 2.5 million
copies of her albums have sold since her death.
The trial was moved to Houston because of pretrial
publicity and her popularity in her hometown of Corpus
Christi. Of 155 prospective jurors initially questioned,
about one-third said they had heard of Selena.
The jury of 12 plus two alternates won’t be sequestered.
District Judge Mike Westergren told the prospective
jurors to “simply block out the news.’’
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Eastern Illinois University
Physical Education Department
Sign up here for second half semester Physical Education classes.
The following classes still have openings:
COURSE NUMBER
PED 1770.080
PED 1830.080
PED 1870.080
.081
.082
.083

CALL
DESCRIPTION NUMBER TIME
DAY LOCATION CR
Volleyball
5775
1200-1340 M/W
MG /SG
1
Raquetball
5784
800- 940 T/R
LB / RC
1
Tennis
Tennis
Tennis
Tennis

5798
5799
5800
5801

1000-1140
1300-1440
1000-1140
1300-1440

M/W
M/W
T/R
T/R

LB/ FH
LB/ FH
LB/ FH
LB/ FH

1
1
1
1

Volleyball
5959
1200- 1340 T/R
MG/SG
Coaching
Arr
MTWRF MG/SG
Monday/Wednesday classes begin on Monday, October 16,1995.
Tuesday/Thursday classes begin on Tuesday, October 12,1995.
*PREREQUISITE - Volleyball experience or permission of the instructor.

1
2

* Denotes editorial board

*PED 3770.080
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“This is commonly characterized today as a high-profile case,’’ said the judge, who has also barred cameras
from the courtroom at the request of attorneys who feared
the excesses of the O.J. Simpson trial.
“We simply want this case to be tried in the courtroom.’’ If convicted, Ms. Saldivar could get life in prison.
“All we have to prove is it is an intentional act,’’ prosecutor Carlos Valdez told the prospective jurors.
When asked by the defense about the possibility that a
revolver could discharge accidentally, 20 of the prospective jurors said they did not think that could happen.
Tinker also asked whether the panelists could put emotion aside and forget that Selena was a celebrity.
Ms. Saldivar, wearing a beige plaid jacket, an ivory
blouse and beige slacks, appeared in good spirits Monday.
She smiled at the prospective jurors and greeted them
with a “Good morning’’ after being introduced by her
lawyer.
Born and raised in San Antonio, Ms. Saldivar held a
series of jobs before becoming a nurse in 1991. That same
year, she became a devotee of Selena and contacted the
singer about starting a fan club.

Asst. night editor .....................................Scott Boehmer
Asst. night editor............................................Betsy Cole
Copy desk..........................Travis Spencer, Dave Hosick
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Spring registration kicks off
By BETSY COLE
Campus editor
Monday marked the first day
students can begin registering
their classes for the spring
semester, said Director of
Registration Mike Taylor.
Undergraduates must first see
their advisers before registering
for classes so they can be cleared
for registration, Taylor said. The
adviser is responsible for informing students of needed classes
and then clearing the student for
registration through the touchtone registration system.
Undergraduates are not
allowed to register for classes
until the adviser clears them.
Taylor said the students can
benefit by examining the spring
class schedule and begin registering as early as possible. Spring
schedules can be picked up at the
Registration Office located in the
basement of McAffee Gym.
Once a student is cleared for
registration, the best time to register through the phone system is
between 5-7 p.m., Taylor said.
The lines are busy throughout the
early morning.
“During the first two or three
hours of the day the phone lines
are packed,” Taylor added.

INdepth
Touch-tone registration schedule for spring 1996
Standing
■ Graduate
■ Seniors with 105+
hours earned
■ Seniors with 90-104
hours earned
■ Juniors with 75+
hours earned
■ Juniors with 60-74
hours earned
■ Sophomores with 45+
hours earned
■ Sophomores with
30-44 hours earned
■ Freshmen with 15+
hours earned
■ Freshmen with 0-14
hours earned:
Last digit of Social
Security No. 0-4
Last digit of Social
Security No.5-9

Start
■ 10/9/95
■ 10/9/95

End
■ 1/19/96
■ 1/19/96

■ 10/12/95

■ 1/19/96

■ 10/16/95

■ 1/19/96

■ 10/19/95

■ 1/19/96

■ 10/23/95

■ 1/19/96

■ 10/26/95

■ 1/19/96

■ 10/30/95

■ 1/19/96

■ 11/3/95

■ 1/19/96

■ 11/3/95

■ 1/19/96

Touch-tone registration No.: 581-6640 Hours: Monday-Friday 7:15 a.m.-8:45 p.m.
Saturday 7:15 a.m.-4:45 p.m.

The touch-tone registration
system consists of 22 phone lines
capable of putting 30 or more
people on hold, thus taking a
maximum of 52 calls at once,
Taylor said.
The registration system can
handle as much as 1,000 registration calls a day. Taylor said on
the first registration day of last
fall, 861 students registered.
Each registration call is limit-

ed to 10 minutes, time which
Taylor says is not fully utilized in
the beginning of registration
when more seats for classes are
open.
Taylor said, as the registration
period gets longer, the phone
calls get longer as well. Later in
the period, students take longer
on the calls because of a shortage
of seats in classes and students
need to find alternate classes.

Surprise fire drills in residence halls
to be featured in Fire Prevention Week
By JESSICA BAKER
Staff writer
Campus Safety Officer Gary Hanebrink said all students should know proper fire safety methods to prevent tragedies such as last year’s Carman Hall fire.
Fire Prevention Week, a week-long educational program to teach students about fire safety, will better prepare Eastern students living in residence halls for fires
with surprise fire drills throughout this week, he said.
“The purpose of this week is to raise awareness
about fires,” Hanebrink said. “Fires today are mainly
caused by electrical appliances and people who are
careless with cigarettes.”
Along with fire drills in each of the residence halls,
all fire alarms will be checked to ensure safety within
the dorms, Hanebrink said.
Eastern had eight fires during the 1994-95 school
year, causing $138,000 damages to the buildings, not
including personal property, Hanebrink said.
Hanebrink said Eastern’s largest fire last year was
one that caused 45 Carman residents to relocate
because a hot curling iron was left on a bed with papers
on it.
“The curling iron caught the papers and the bed-

spread on fire, which in turn caught the closet on fire,
and then the whole room was in flames,” Hanebrink
said.
The fire was controlled within an hour and no one
was injured.
Hanebrink said the Carman fire could have been prevented by being more careful. Hot items should not be
left by consumable materials and heat sources need to
be kept away from combustibles.
“The most important tip someone should remember
when you hear the fire alarm, is to evacuate the building,” Hanebrink said. “Also, if someone discovers a
fire, he or she should pull the alarm, that way it warns
people to evacuate the building and it sends help on
the way.”
He also said fire safety is important on all college
campuses.
“It is kind of strange, that on the same day that
Eastern had the fire in Carman, Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale had a dorm fire,” said
Hanebrink. “Someone had left a cigarette on a bed,
which set the room on fire.”
Three people were hospitalized for smoke inhalation, but no other serious injuries were reported from
the Carbondale fire.

Man arrested for reckless driving,
damages university soccer field
By BRIAN HUCHEL
and THERESA GAVLIN
Staff writers
Campus police arrested
Michael Alan Landes, 24, at
1:22 a.m. Friday on charges of
criminal damage to state supported property, driving under
the influence of alcohol and
reckless driving.
Landes allegedly drove his
pickup truck over parking
blocks on the south side of the
O’Brien Stadium parking lot.
The report said he then drove
over and dragged a chain link
fence about halfway across the
width of the soccer field, with
several fence poles bent and
pulled out of the ground.
A set of bleachers was also
turned upside down and areas of
sod was torn up from the field,

Police
BLOTTER
the report said.
When the officer followed
him in pursuit across the soccer
field, Landes turned off his
headlights and an unknown passenger exited the vehicle and
ran, according to the police
report.
The officer continued to follow the truck until it drove over
the parking blocks again and
came to a halt on the grass.
Other passengers in the truck
include Greg Allan Schultze, 20,
and Eric L. Rogers, 22.
The truck had a portion of a
plastic bug shield remaining on
the front of the hood, according

to the police report. Pieces of
this shield were found lying
next to the fence.
Landes was arrested and
taken to Coles County Jail.
The damage to Landes’ truck
included a damaged front grill
and headlight, the windshield
intact but shattered, and fluid
leaking from the engine compartment.
In other campus and
Charleston police reports over
the weekend:
• An analytical balance was
stolen from Room 206A of the
Life Science building between 3
p.m. Oct. 1 and Oct. 2 at 10:50
a.m., according to campus
police. The value of the balance
is estimated at $1,623.
An attempt at stealing another
balance was made, but not successful, the report said.
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CDs
Cassettes
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Green Day • Insomniac
Cowboy Junkies •
200 More Miles Live
Fleetwood Mac • Time
Indigo Girls • 2000 Curfews
Tears For Fears •
Raoul & The Kings of Spain
Janet Jackson •
Design of a Decade 86-96
Bungle • Disco Volante
Iron Maiden • X Factor
-Prices Good For Tuesday 10/10/95-
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Grateful Dead
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RED WOLF
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OZ. KILLIANS
$ 50 20
RED DRAFTS
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Don’t forget... Tuesday the 17th is

TUESDAY NIGHT FEVER!

Team Players To Join the
Advertising Staff at

The Daily Eastern News
•Gain professional sales experience
selling advertising to local
businesses and organizations!
•Sharpen your communication skills
developing effective sales presentations that you put to work!
•Use your creative abilities to design
attractive display advertisements
and advertising campaigns!
If this is what you’re looking for, we’re looking
for you. Contact Christina German or
Danielle Lutz today at 581-2812!
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New plan will keep
UB budget honest,
protect fee money
The Apportionment Board has developed a
sensible plan that could effectively let it regulate
the budget of the University Board.
Members want UB coordinators to report information about an event to gauge its effectiveness.
It’s definitely a solid plan. But the student fee
board’s members must be careful they do not use
their new formula to get into the unsavory business of telling the UB who they can and can’t
bring to campus.
The plan would allow AB members to see the
difference between what the UB thinks an event
will do and its actual results, said Dean Dudley,
who came up with the proposal. Information such
as attendance, ticket
prices and total revenue
are some of the plans.
This could be effective
in allocating money for future budgets. If one programming department for the UB falters, it can
get less money. If another section of the UB
makes an impressive showing, its budget can be
maintained or get more money.
Instead of always allocating more money, the
AB can redistribute money every year – allowing
students’ money to be spent better.
But let’s hope members don’t use this method
as a vehicle to program entertainment on behalf of
the UB. Last year, AB members almost prevented
Anita Hill from speaking on campus because
some didn’t like her views. Two years ago, the
Student Senate delayed funding for Gloria
Steinem long enough to prevent her appearance
on campus.
Deciding who is appropriate is not the job of
the Student Government. Apportionment Board
members should not use this promising efficiency
plan to make it their business who speaks on campus.
Also, this should not be the sole criteria AB
members looks at when deciding budgets. The
UB has to deal with the rising price of speakers
and the high demand and cost for hot groups.
Also, organizations such as the Division of Sports
and Recreation always try to inflate their statistics.
But this new plan can be an effective way to
keep the UB’s budget honest and protect the interests of the students by spending their fee money
prudently.

Gay? Not gay? It’s no one’s business
Wednesday marks National
Coming Out Day.
From the information I’ve gathered, it’s a time for individuals,
sometimes confused ones, to go
forth and proclaim their homosexuality to the public – a public often
unforgiving, unsympathetic, cruel,
and mean to nearly everybody, JOHN FERAK
Regular columnist
especially gay people.
As Travis Spencer mentioned
Friday in his column, “Country
needs a new kind of coming out,”
some homosexuals who have “come out” have discovered
they no longer have homosexual urges.
These individuals have organized Wednesday as National
Coming Out of Homosexuality Day.
However, I see no reason why either the pro-gay movement or former gay members should stage a celebration to
promote one’s sexuality.
Anointing one day of the year to celebrate whether an individual is a homosexual, bisexual, transsexual or heterosexual
is not something that needs to made for public debate. One’s
sexuality is a privacy issue.
In Monday’s newspaper, Eric Anderson was profiled in a
front-page article. Anderson discussed the importance of
coming out of the closet and proclaiming one’s homosexuality.
“I think people stay in the closet because they fear the
world, but I’ve been out for a long time now and I feel 10
times better about it,” said Anderson, a homosexual.
Anderson is president of the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and
Allies Union, a campus organization that was established in
fall 1992 to promote education about gay awareness and
eliminate homophobia.
The organization makes limited contributions to the university’s well-being, but mainly serves as a safe-haven for homosexual students to meet and hang out.
Since the initial semester the organization was formed, the
LGBAU movement has slowly lost its steam. Unlike Student

Government, the LGBAU is not
regarded by most students as a
powerful recognized student organization.
“One’s sexuali- Originally, the LGBAU planned
ty is a privacy to hold several seminars to educate
students about homophobia.
issue.”
Except for the occasional bake
sales it holds in Coleman Hall and
Monday’s feature story on
Anderson, the group has remained
a relatively silent voice on campus.
And that’s fine. The gay student
union should not be used as a pawn to promote homosexuality or recruit members. It should be viewed as a place for those
who feel comfortable or have any acceptance for the group’s
beliefs.
I applaud Anderson for his openness and boldness about
being a homosexual. Unfortunately, most students, including
myself, don’t want to accept or hear his message.
The word “accept” should not be confused with the word
“hate,” either.
Most students who don’t accept homosexuality are neither
gay bashers nor homophobic, although some bashers exist.
Attacking people for their sexuality is like picking a fight with
a dwarf – it’s pretty easy to do.
When Wednesday’s National Coming Out Day rolls
around, I, like most students, will treat the day like any other.
So if most students opt not to participate in Wednesday’s
National Coming Out Day, those sympathetic to the gay
movement should not be disappointed. This should not be
construed as an attack on homosexuality nor the LGBAU’s
individual members.
If someone wants to be a homosexual, that’s his or her
business, but don’t make a privacy issue something for the
rest of the campus to debate over a fries and hamburger lunch
in Taylor Hall.
– John Ferak is senior news reporter and a regular columnist for The Daily Eastern News

Editorial

“

today’s quote

Though on pleasure she was bent,
she had a frugal mind.
– William Cowper

Writer demonstrates
paper’s ignorance by
calling BGC president
Dear editor:
I can’t believe Chris Holly (a socalled reporter for The Daily Eastern
News) had the audacity to call me Oct.
3 to ask me if I had an opinion on the
O.J. Simpson verdict just because I’m
the president of the Black Greek
Council.
It would have been different if he
had caught me watching the verdict
being announced in the television
lounge in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union with a group of other
students, or maybe caught me while
conducting a man-on-campus type of
opinion poll where I would have been
one of the many students he stopped on
the quad for their opinion, but I wasn’t.
Mr. Holly first called the Office of
Student Life wanting to talk to me
about the verdict before it was even
handed down and then, after the verdict
was announced, he called my room to
get my opinion.
I am VERY offended that when I

your turn

News should stop
accepting state money

asked Mr. Holly why he would think I
would have an opinion on the verdict,
he said he just thought I would have
one since I’m president of the BGC.
My question to you Mr. Holly is: What
in the hell does me, being BGC president, have to do with the O.J. Simpson
verdict? How dare you ASSUME (and
you know where that leads you – making an ASS out of U and ME) that
because I was black I would have an
opinion on the O.J. Simpson trial. Did
it ever occur to you that I might not
have paid any attention to the case? I
guess not.
You know, no one from the paper
ever calls me for my opinion on tuition
hikes or issues that come up in the
Student Senate. Why is that? I guess
my BLACK WOMAN’S OPINION on
those issues aren’t very important to
THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS.
Now this is me, just “TELLING
THE TRUTH AND NOT BEING
AFRAID.”

Dear editor:
There has been a growing discontent
in some quarters with The Daily
Eastern News, the student newspaper at
Eastern.
For example, an editor of The News
recently wrote that the mayor of
Charleston believes The News “lacks
editorial integrity and professionalism.”
I would like to make the following
three proposals:
■ That the indirect subsidization of the
student newspaper by the taxpayers of
Illinois be ended immediately. The
paper should pay its own way.
■ If it does not have sufficient advertising to pay its own way, it should go to a
twice-a-week publication. Some of the
finest papers in Illinois are published
twice weekly.
■ The News should plan to eventually
more off campus, the same as the Daily
Illini at the University of Illinois in
Champaign, and sever all direct ties to
Eastern. This would assure the paper’s
editorial independence.

Yolanda Vivian Williams
BGC president

Al Keith
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GOP proposals Coming Out Day can end stereotypes
will help student
“Coming out
allows us to
loans, not hurt
break myths and

With national
budget time upon us, many different stories
are
flowing
from Washington, D.C., concerning the ReBRYAN A. GUTRAJ
publican’s
Guest columnist
proposals in
Congress.
Many of the
stories which
make it to print across the country, including stories in The Daily Eastern News, originate from
President Clinton and other notable Democrats.
These articles contain many falsities and half
truths about propositions which are being considered – including student loans – by
Republican members of Congress.
The misnomers which these stories present
have come to be known as “The Big Lie on
Campus” by many Republicans.
Let me assure you that Republicans are working hard to balance the budget. Meanwhile,
Democrats continue to push for more government programs that mortgage our future by
spending money our government does not have.
Sources for the information which I am about
to present to you include press releases from various federal agencies, Congressional committee
reports, interviews with rank-and-file members
of Congress, periodical articles, as well as estimates from the Congressional Budget Office and
White House Budget Office. Certainly all these
reputable information sources cannot be incorrect.
The GOP plan actually INCREASES the
amount of student loans available from $6.6 million in 1995 to $7.1 million in 1996. In addition,
money available for student loans will increase
50 percent over the next seven years from $24
billion to $36 billion.
Clinton’s new government program called the
Direct Student Loan program removes lending
for student loans from private sector banks and
places them under an enlarged bureaucratic arm
of the Department of Education. The non-partisan Congressional Budget Office has said this
new government program will cost taxpayers
$1.5 BILLION over the next seven years.
The House GOP plan does NOT eliminate the
in-school interest subsidy for undergraduate or
graduate students. The proposal does NOT eliminate the six-month grace period before students
begin repaying their loans after they graduate.
In addition, the GOP plan does NOT change
eligibility or access to students. The plan does
not increase loan origination fees paid by the students, nor does the plan increase the interest rates
students pay on their loans.
In addition, it does NOT take away the interest
rate reduction students are scheduled to receive
for new loans effective in July 1998.
Now let’s take a look at what the Republican
plan does do. Under House appropriations, the
maximum Pell Grant INCREASES to $2,440 –
the highest amount ever. Also, Supplemental
Education Opportunity Grants are fully funded at
the current level of $617 million. College work
study programs also receive full funding at the
current level of $617 million.
As recommended under Clinton’s fiscal year
1995 budget, no new funds are added to the $6
billion Perkins Loan account, a revolving door
that perpetuates itself.
Pretty startling, huh? From reading all the liberal articles as of late, I never would have
thought that this is what the Republicans are trying to do. But these facts are the truth!
As a College Republican, I encourage all students to learn the real facts about the Republican
agenda. Once the truth is known, I am confident
you will applaud the current efforts by
Republicans to reduce the deficit, balance the
budget and eliminate “The Big Lie on Campus.”
– Bryan A. Gutraj is a member of the College
Republicans and a guest columnist for The Daily
Eastern News.

Our invisibility is the essence
of our oppression.
If we eliminate invisibility, we
will eliminate the lies and myths
used to keep gays, lesbians and
bisexuals bound in a world of
societal hatred and unmitigated
ignorance and violence. To end
AMY JENSEN
this oppression, I am urging all
Guest columnist
gays, lesbians and bisexuals to
observe National Coming Out
Day Wednesday.
National Coming Out Day is a day that gays, lesbians and
bisexuals disclose to family and friends their sexual orientation.
By disclosing this information it allows the “straight” world to
see we really are everywhere and everyone knows someone
who is gay or bisexual.
Coming out allows us to break myths and let the truth be
known. We do not recruit. We do not molest children. We do
not have sex 24 hours a day. Gay men do not want to be
women and lesbians do not want to be men. Lesbians do not
hate men. Most gay men do not dress in drag.
What we are known to do is go to school, create successful
careers, maintain long-term monogamous relationships, raise
families, participate in community functions and help care for
the sick.
At the age of 18 I knew that being physically and emotionally attracted to someone of the same sex was not “just a phase”
any more. I felt I was the ONLY person in the world who had
these feelings. I knew I was not like the negative homosexual
stereotypes that the media had portrayed.
This caused me to struggle with my own internalized homophobic issues. Society had taught me how “wrong” and “dis-

gusting” it was to love someone of
the same sex. I knew I did not have
a “choice” about the way I felt,
therefore I did not want my family,
friends and God to hate me.
The only solution for myself was
suicide. During my near-death
let the truth be
experience I came to realize that
God does not hate me because I am
known.”
a lesbian. Instead of conforming to
what society told me I “should be,”
over time I realized that I needed to
be true to myself and God. My self-esteem and self-worth have
increased immensely as a result of my coming out experience.
My spiritual awakening was understanding that I did not
choose to be a lesbian but that God created me this way.
My experiences are not unique. Lesbian and gay youths are
two to three times more likely to attempt suicide than their heterosexual peers. As a result of my spiritual experience, I came
to realize a purpose in my life is to educate others concerning
homosexuality.
I urge all gay men, lesbians and bisexuals to make a commitment and tell the truth about their sexual orientation. National
Coming Out Day is vitally important to all gay men, lesbians
and bisexuals to end the hatred and ignorance plagued upon our
community.
I also challenge heterosexuals to reevaluate their attitudes
and beliefs about homosexuality. Remember, being homosexual is not a choice. However, being prejudice is.
– Amy Jensen is the educational director for the Lesbian,
Gay, Bisexuals and Allies Union and a guest columnist for The
Daily Eastern News.

Statements not directed
toward all Staff Senate

your turn

Dear editor:
Recently I made statements to The
Daily Eastern News and I would like to
make clear my full statement concerning
the Sept. 25 Staff Senate meeting.
I broke the Staff Senate into three separate groups.
The first group I said was not interested
in what I had to say. Their only concern
seemed to be that the no-smoking policy
is Eastern’s policy and that’s it. I can
respect that.
The second group I said were members
whom I felt were genuinely listening and
somewhat sympathetic, but truly felt that
their decision was for the best of the university. I can respect that.
The third group (of about three or four),
I cannot say that I respect their decision.
The article made it look like I lumped
all members into this one small group.
That was not the case.
I would like to say to the innocent
members of the Staff Senate: I apologize

for the statement in the paper, that you
were inadvertently lumped in with a few.
I respect your vote in the matter of the
smudging issue. I believe you have good
hearts.
I would especially like to apologize to
the two Staff Senate members who voted
to allow the smudging. You were hurt and
I am sorry.
I know you have good hearts and I am
grateful for your support. Thank you.
Hau-How.
In conclusion I would like to say that I
have been called a radical and a troublemaker. I’m not alone, but in the old days
we were called warriors, How.
In the Indian spirit.

Tom Leonard

Gays’ only fault is birth
in homophobic society
Dear editor:
Regarding Travis Spencer’s Friday col-

umn, “Country needs a new kind of
coming out,” let’s settle some things once
and for all. Homosexuals don’t “choose”
their sexuality any more than heterosexuals do. Nor do they “recruit” people to
their numbers, any more than a man who
hits on a woman in a bar is “recruiting
another heterosexual.”
So-called “problems associated with
the gay lifestyle” are caused not by the
accident of some people being born gay,
but by their misfortune to be born into a
culture so deeply homophobic that it
teaches them from birth to reject who and
what they are in order to be accepted.
Gays do not create their own problems;
our gay-bashing culture does that for
them.
National Coming Out Day is not merely about acceptance but about affirmation.
It is also about civil and human rights for
all, not merely for a heterosexual (and
heterosexist) majority. Gay and lesbian
men and women who have found the
courage against the odds to stand up for
who they are will on that day, as always,
have my support.

Carol Stevens
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Student holds office
on city water board
By SHALANDA HEDRICK
Staff writer
The presence of one student on
the city’s water committee adequately represents the interest of
the student body in the project to
acquire water from Lake
Shelbyville, according to one of
the committee’s organizers.
City Council commissioner
Gene Scholes said he is confident
that the presence of Angie
Churchill, the lone student member
of the city’s water committee, will
adequately represent the campus.
“Churchill is a very conscientious young woman who shows
great interest in being a part of the
water committee,” Scholes said.
“She represents the student body of
Eastern very well.”
The committee’s job is to
research several options in trying
to develop a regional water distribution system from Lake
Shelbyville.
Currently, Charleston uses about
3 million gallons of water per day.
To keep up with the city’s population growth, it has been estimated
the city will need 4 million gallons
in the next 5 to 10 years and 8 million in the next 10 to 20 years.
Scholes said Churchill was recommended to the committee by
Jason Anselment, student body
vice-president of public affairs and
Mayor Dan Cougill. Cougill and

Scholes then agreed upon the decision to name Churchill to the committee.
Scholes said having Churchill
on the board will present a variety
of input on the project.
“We tried to balance it with students and people who know our
system. No one was elected to represent any given group,” Scholes
said. “The members are all highly
qualified and the mayor and I are
both happy about this capable
group of members.”
Sixteen members serve on the
committee, all of which represent a
part of Charleston, Scholes said.
The faculty is represented by Vince
Gutowski, a member of the geology department; Martin Quigley,
botany department; and Patrice
Stratton, from the biology department.
Scholes, who is in charge of
public health and safety, said he is
confident in Churchill’s abilities
and her conscious effort and concern for the environment.
Scholes also said that no attempt
will be made to change the committee members because he is sure
the committee will be very active
and work diligently on the project.
The water committee has had
two meetings so far. The next
meeting will be held Oct. 27 in the
Council Chambers of the
Municipal Building, 501 Jackson
Ave.

Shell kills six in Bosnia
SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina (AP) – A shell blamed on
Serb rebels slammed into a government-run refugee camp Sunday,
killing at least six people, as both
sides battled for precious land and
better negotiating positions ahead
of a cease-fire.
A local doctor told state-run
radio that the attack at Zivinice,
near Tuzla in northeastern Bosnia,
also wounded about 30 people, 20
of them children.
“The beautiful day probably
drew them out,’’ Duska Bericevic
said, adding that many of the
wounds were serious.
U.N. estimates of the minimum
death toll at the camp – which
houses mostly Muslims driven
from Serb-conquered areas – ran

from six to 10 people. Bosnian
army headquarters in Tuzla said
more than 10 people were killed,
the majority children.
The United Nations did not say
who was behind the attack, but
state radio blamed the Serbs and
said the shell contained several
explosives that detonated above the
refugee center.
The attack came as Bosnian government forces made gains against
Serbs in the north and launched a
counteroffensive in the northwest.
Both sides are trying to grab as
much territory as possible before a
U.S.-sponsored cease-fire freezes
frontlines. The truce, a prelude to a
peace conference, is scheduled to
take effect 12:01 a.m. Tuesday (7
p.m. EDT Monday).

Abortion foes reject bill
WASHINGTON (AP) – The
fax machines hummed in
Republican lawmakers’ offices
with a message from the National
Right to Life Committee: Defeat a
$243 billion defense bill because
of a single clause on abortion.
Although it seemed a long shot,
since Republicans had a chance to
support one of their top priorities
– increasing Pentagon spending –
House conservatives heeded the
call and rejected the bill. By doing
so, they sent a message: Their
opposition to abortion would not
be compromised.
“We hope this sends a signal to
the leadership and to the `cardinals’ (the senior appropriations
committee members) that these
pro-life provisions are not dispensable,’’ said Douglas Johnson,
legislative director of the National
Right to Life Committee.
The anti-abortion vote has
implications beyond the defense
bill: The House appropriations bill
for the District of Columbia is

expected to contain restrictions on
abortion funding.
The House version of a foreign
aid spending bill includes a provision that would deny grants to
organizations that seek to legalize
abortion in third-world countries.
The Senate version would preserve those grants.
Senate moderates are opposing
three House provisions in a health
and human services spending bill
that would prohibit federal funding of experimentation on live
embryos, clarify that medical
training programs that won’t provide abortion training could still
receive federal funds, and reaffirm
that states need not spend their
money for abortions under
Medicaid.
Both House and Senate
Medicaid reform bills would
restrict the use of Medicaid funds
for abortion, but the National
Right to Life Committee expects
the Senate to drop the provision
from its bill.
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Sculptor to model St. Louis arch
EAST ST. LOUIS, (AP) – The
Gateway Arch, St. Louis’ soaring
symbol of westward expansion,
could get a companion – sort of –
just across the Mississippi River.
At least that’s the vision of
sculptor Saunders Schultz, who is
proposing the “Eco Arch,’’ a great
grassy lawn shaped like the other
Arch and rising gently from the
riverfront.
The Eco Arch would serve as a
monument to a future of global
and environmental awareness, its
creators say.
And, it would hearken back to
the days when Indians built giant
earthen mounds at nearby
Cahokia, Ill.
Schultz is working on the proposal with Roger Fritz, a planning
and development consultant based
in suburban St. Louis, and architect Ted Wofford. Schultz and
Fritz have formed the Eco Arch
Development Corp.
The Eco Arch would be more
than a symbol, they say. It would
be the centerpiece of a grand river-
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front redevelopment within a
national park. The plan would
include theaters, museums, restaurants, offices, streams and more.
The Eco Arch development
team has no financial backing. It
must persuade the National Park
Service, among others, to go along
with the idea.
The National Park Service
operates the Gateway Arch, which
rises 630 feet above the Jefferson
National Expansion Memorial
park grounds in downtown St.
Louis.
But the planners are optimistic
about their $1.5 billion to $2 billion proposal.
The Eco Arch – as big as four
football fields – would be edged
with a fine band of stainless steel
and glass. It could serve as a natu-

ral amphitheater, and underneath
would be theaters, a museum and
restaurants.
Immediately surrounding the
Eco Arch would be an arch-shaped
stream with bridges over it.
A fountain directly across from
the Gateway Arch would rise and
fill in an Arch shape with a curtain
of water; then the water would
separate to form the legs of an
arch.
The Eco Arch Museum would
be dedicated to sustainability –
developing environmentally safe
technology that would preserve the
earth for future generations – as
well as archeology. A ring of
shops, light industry, restaurants
and hotels would be called the
Global Center for Sustainable
Development.
The sheer size of the project
means that it would have to swallow up some development, including a 600-foot fountain on the East
St. Louis riverfront that was turned
on earlier this year after decades of
work.

Earthquake Florida prepared for Opal
claims 100
in Indonesia
SUNGAIPENUH,
Indonesia (AP) – Trucks carted the white-shrouded bodies
of earthquake victims through
a torrential rain Sunday to the
edge of town where soldiers
labored to dig enough graves.
The work was slow the day
after 100 people died in a
pre-dawn quake on the island
of Sumatra, as the downpour
filled the graves with water
and turned the ground into
mire.
Another 700 people were
seriously injured in the magnitude-7 quake, and 10,000
buildings collapsed or were
seriously damaged.
The epicenter was near this
town of 40,000 in a remote
south-central valley.
Five strong aftershocks on
Sunday drove survivors out
of their homes and into the
open, where they huddled in
the rain and wept.

NAVARRE BEACH, Fla. (AP) –
The painful lessons of Hurricane
Andrew three years ago made life
easier for those in Opal’s path.
Beachfront residents in the
Florida Panhandle evacuated en
masse after being warned that
Opal could grow as strong as
Andrew, which flattened sections
of South Florida in 1992.
Some of the nation’s elite rescue workers arrived even before
Opal and began searching for victims last Thursday, the morning
after. Power has been restored
steadily. Relief centers with food
and water were set up promptly.
Price gougers were subject to a
state crackdown.
”For a disaster, it went pretty
smoothly,’’ said Leon Brown, a
businessman in Destin who lost
the top floor of his glass company
to Opal.
While damage was put at
almost $2 billion in insured losses
– the nation’s third-costliest
storm, behind Hugo in 1989 and
Andrew – no one was found dead
or injured on Florida’s barrier
islands, and officials credited the
evacuation.
Opal claimed two victims in
Florida, one from an inland tornado and the other from a cleanup

accident, and 20 victims overall
in the South, plus 10 in Mexico.
In contrast, said Lt. Gov.
Buddy MacKay, “Andrew was a
disaster in every sense. Our effort
to respond was a disaster.’’
Andrew caused $17 billion in
insured losses, killed 55 in the
United States and the Bahamas –
41 of them in Florida – and
brought extended chaos and misery that exposed the inadequacy
of government response plans.
Many people living along the
beach had refused to leave, and
others fled to the southwestern
Dade suburbs, where Andrew
flattened homes and businesses
like a giant lawn mower.
The Federal Emergency Management Agency took four days
to start helping Dade County,
which was reeling with a quartermillion homeless people and
plagued by looting and roving
gunmen.
Kate Hale, Dade County emergency director at the time,
demanded to know: “Where the
hell is the cavalry?’’ An overhaul
of FEMA procedures since then
has allowed the agency to move
immediately on potential disasters
rather than waiting for a formal
request.

$19ºº Rent
til May 96

FREE Delivery
ICEBOXER

1-800-811-1953
Happy 18th Mags!
LIMITED INTRODUCTORY OFFER

6.90

$

FIRST
MONTH

1ST 10 GALLONS FREE W/RENTAL

348-0159
Amy, Mere, Jen,
Mle, Holly, and Kurt
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914 18th St. (Rte. 130) Charleston

Tuesday at

Bacon Cheeseburger w/fries $199 Double $249

150

$

Bottles

25¢
Barbecues
Tonight

Today’s Special!
Large One Topping

$$

4
4

9
99
Tax Not
Included

348-5454

TM

345-7849

345-7849
RESTAURANT &
BANQUET FACILITY
16OZ. DRAFTS
DAIQUIRI’S
BAR MIXERS

ML & BL

$1.25
$2.05
$2.05

1412 4TH ST.
CHARLESTON
LUNCH SPECIALS 11 AM-2 PM
Cordon Bleu
$4.25
Ham-n-Swiss on rye
$3.50
SOUP OF THE DAY- Turkey with Rice
$
$
2.00 for bowl & 1.50 w/ sandwich

FRIED CHICKEN DINNER $4.50
Visa,
Mastercard,
Discover &
American Express
Accepted

Top 40 CD & Video Night
FREE Giveaways • Super Specials

Grinders, your off campus study place,
Now Open Daily!

ALL AGES WELCOME BEFORE 9 PM. AFTER 9 PM --21 TO ENTER • NEVER A COVER

2
Liter
of
Pop

We Accept
s r

r

TM

345-4743 3 W. LINCOLN

Monday & Tuesday

Special

8
$ 40
7

$

One Large 1-Item Pizza
& 8-Piece Crazy Bread
-orOne Medium 1-Item Pizza
& 8-Piece Crazy Bread

10

Try Our Thin & Crispy Pizza!

LITTLE CAESAR’S
NOW DELIVERS
Special Early Delivery Time Fri.-Sun., NOON!

FREE
SMELLS
JIMMY JOHN’S®
GOURMET SUBS

“WE’LL BRING ‘EM TO YA”

345-1075
CHARLESTON
YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN’S
© COPYRIGHT 1993 JIMMY JOHN’S INC.
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Services Offered

Help Wanted

Sublessors

For Sale

Lost & Found

Announcements

$1000 FUNDRAISER fraternities,
sororities & student organization.
You’ve seen credit card fundraisers before, but you’ve never seen
the VISA fundraiser that pays
$5.00 per application. Call Donna
at 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65.
Qualified callers receive a FREE
camera.
_______________________11/1
PIANO TUNING $25. repair,
refinishing, rebuilding. 25 yrs.
exp. Andrew Williams 268-3505.
______________________10/16
COSTUME
RENTAL-HUGE
SELECTION, REASONABLE
RATES! GRAND BALL COSTUMES 345-2617
______________________10/31
FULL/PART TIME DAY CARE,
Openings, License Applied,
Reasonable Rates 349-8714
______________________10/11

NIGHT OWLS who like independence and responsibility may
wish to take this opportunity to
earn some money on the weekends. Now hiring for _Mid-8a shift
Fri and Sat nights to work with
developmentally disabled adults
in a group home setting. Apply in
person at Tull House, 1911 18th
St., Charleston; 345-3552.
______________________10/12
FAST FUNDRAISER—RAISE
$500 IN 5 DAYS-GREEKS,
GROUPS, CLUBS, MOTIVATED
INDIVIDUALS. FAST, EASY—NO
FINANCIAL
OBLIGATION
(800)862-1982 EXT.33
_______________________11/2
LOOKING FOR a professional
working environment where you
can show off your organizational
skills and prove how responsible
you are? Student Publications is
now interviewing for a National
Advertising Manager who is
dependable, organized, has good
communication skills and a positive attitude. No advertising experience necessary. Underclassmen
preferred. Apply in person.
______________________10/11
USE YOUR OWN PHONE to
update city directory information.
Contact Bill Hall 345-7023 or stop
by 1010 East Lincoln for more
information.
______________________10/10
PIZZA MAKER and DELIVERY
person wanted PART time, apply
in person after 4 PM, Pagliai’s
Pizza, 1600 Lincoln, Charleston.
______________________10/17

SUBLESSOR NEEDED ASAP
$150.00 month OBO. Call 5816069
_____________________10/18
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED Sp. 96 call Maureen at 3487523 for more information.
_____________________10/13
M OR F SUBLESSOR needed
for 4 bedroom apartment in
Charleston living with 3 other
college students, have own
room, washer, dryer. $160.00
month. Contact Clay 217-3424521
_____________________10/13
A PA RT M E N T
ON
THE
SQUARE, perfect for 2-3 people. Water, heat, trash included.
Available Spring. Call 348-0349
_____________________10/13
SUBLEASE clean 2-bedroom
furnished for price of unfur nished! Spring semester, water,
trash included. 345-7176
_____________________10/20
FEMALE SUBLESSOR needed
for Spring 96 or A.S.A.P. For
more information call Brooke at
345-9867.
_____________________10/13
STUDIO APARTMENT available
for Spring 96, close to campus,
call 348-5407.
_____________________10/18
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDE D A . S . A . P. Ve r y n i c e a p t .
Close to campus. Own room.
Rent $160/mo. Call Mandy 3487548 Leave a message.
_____________________10/13

USED CD’S! The area’s largest
selection of used CD’s, cassettes,
concert T-shirts, and video
games. We buy sell, and trade.
Music Exchange 512 N. 19th St.,
Mattoon. 234-3668
______________________10/12
1993 NISSAN 240sx, red, 5 spd,
ac, ps, pb, tilt, am/fm cass, alarm,
34K, $12,300 obo. 345-6326.
______________________10/11
LOFTS:Fit bolsters. Will deliver.
Leave a message 581-3460
______________________10/12
HONDA ELITE 150cc RUNS
GREAT LOW MILES $800 3481283 TIM
______________________10/11
PIONEER CDX-FM65 6-disc CD
player, $300 obo. Bel 500i
Radar/Laser Detector $25. Both
New, Never used. 581-3557.
______________________10/12
‘86 Z28, Camaro, all power,
T/Tops, Cruise, Very Reliable,
Must sell-laid off, $3,850 balance
on loan. 349-8714 or 345-7915
after 6:00 p.m.
______________________10/11
MACINTOSH COMPUTER for
sale. Complete system including
printer only $499. Call Chris at 1800-665-4392 ext. 8935.
______________________10/11
1988 PONTIAC SUNBIRD SE.
AC, Automatic, sunroof, AM-FM
cassette, 83,000 miles. $3,750.
849-3747 or 581-2178 - leave
message for Alan Haga.
______________________10/13
1988 CORSICA 108K $2700
o.b.o. 235-0962 After 6 p.m.
______________________10/13
1990 PONT. GRAND AM QUAD
4, 2 dr., blue/sliver, auto., a.c.,
am/fm/cass., pwr. win/locks,
cruise. Sharp! 90,000 mi. $5,800
o.b.o. 349-8994 after 5 p.m.
______________________10/12
SPECIALIZED HARD ROCKMust sell $300 o.b.o. 3457629,evenings.
______________________10/13

FOUND-Contact case with contacts in it. Claim at 119 Coleman
hall.
______________________10/12

HORSE BOARDING ONLY 1 1/2
MILES SW FROM CAMPUS
PHONE 345-6453 OR 348-8774
______________________12/11

Help Wanted
$331.00. Sell 72 college T-shirtsprofit $331.00. Risk free. Choose
from 27 designs, or design own.
Free catalog 1-800-700-4822.
______________________10/27
$ CRUISE SHIPS HIRING!
Students Needed! $$$+Free
Travel(Caribbean,
Europe,
Hawaii!) Seasonal/Permanent,
No Exper. Necessary. Guide.
919-929-4398 ext C1038.
______________________10/13
$5,000-$8,000
MONTHLY
Working distributing our Product
Brochures. Get Paid-We Supply
Brochures. F/T or P/T. For FREE
Info Write: Director, 1375 Coney
Island Ave., Ste. 427, Brooklyn,
NY 11230
_______________________11/8
DELIVERY PERSON wanted part
time, apply in person after 4 pm,
Pagliai’s Pizza, 1600 Lincoln,
Charleston
______________________10/10
CHINA 88 1140 Lincoln Daytime
& Night-time waitress Needed.
Inquire Within.
______________________10/11
STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE
FAST EASY MONEY: MOTIVATED INDIVIDUAL NEEDED TO
HEAD UP MARKETING PROJECT ON CAMPUS. (800)8621982 EXT. 60
______________________10/10

For Rent

Wanted
ROADSIDE PROPHETS have
rocked another drummer to
death. Want to try your hand at
being in America’s first rural rock
band? If so call Todd at 217-8343043. Be prepared to play often.
______________________10/13

Roommates
ARE YOU LOUD AND LIKE TO
PARTY? If so you need not apply.
Roommate needed, your own
room. Immaculate apartment in
Atrium 345-6198
______________________10/11

VA C A N C Y N E E D E D TO B E
FILLED immediately. $150.00
per month plus utilities. Call
Tony for details. 345-4323.
_____________________10/12
1 BR FURNISHED APT. 1 block
from Old Main. Water and trash
included. A must see! call 3459110. If no answer leave a message.
______________________10/9
3 ROOM APARTMENT, close to
campus with large backyard.
$375 month-348-5639, Leave
message.
_____________________10/13

Lost & Found
FOUND: Ring - 2nd floor Clinical
Services, advisement night on
Oct. 3. Identify at office (203) or
call Linda at 2712.
______________________10/10

campus clips
MISS BLACK EIU Contestant Informational is coming soon. Be on the
look out all of you interested ladies.
NATIONAL RESIDENCE HALL HONORARY meeting. Tonite 6pm.
Kansas Rm.
BSU meeting. Tonite 6pm. Effingham Rm.
HOMECOMING PARADE SUBCOMMITTEE meeting. Tonite 8:30 pm.
Shelbyville Rm.
HOMECOMING KICKOFF SUBCOMMITTEE meeting. Tonite 8:30 pm.
Oakland Rm.
HOMECOMING CORONATION SUBCOMMITTEE meeting. Tonite
8:30 pm. Kansas Rm.
COLLEGIATE BUSINESS WOMEN formal meeting. Tonite 6pm. LJ
127.
UB HOMECOMING COMMITTEE meeting. Tonite 9pm. Arcola/Tuscola
Rm.
THE LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL & ALLIES UNION meeting. Tonite
7pm. CH 311.
TRADITIONAL INDIAN LIFEWAYS meeting. Oct. 11 7pm. AfroAmerican Cultural Ctr.
JUNIOR HIGH MAJORS CLUB meeting. Tonite 7pm. BB 207.
STUDENT ASSOCIATION OF FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES
meeting. Today 5pm. KH 314.
LATIN AMERICAN STUDENT ORGANIZATION meeting. Tonite 7pm.
Greenup Rm.
WESLEY FOUNDATION Bible Study. Tonite 7pm. 2202 4th St.
WOMEN’S RUGBY practice. MW 4:30 pm, T TH 5pm. Behind field
house.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Haiti Connection. Tonite 7:30 pm.
Newman Catholic Center.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Sacrament of Reconciliation. Tonite
8pm. Newman Chapel.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Bible Study. Tonite 6pm. CH 109A.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass. Today Noon. Newman Chapel.
CAMPUS BIBLE STUDY Oct. 11 Noon. Panther Lair North.
STUDENT VOLUNTEER CENTERVolunteer at Day Break Adult Care.
Today 1pm. Call 348-0230 for more info.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Decorate Children’s Ward. Tonite 6:40 pm. Meet
at the Rock.
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY MAJORS meeting w/Program Directors.
Today 1:15 pm. Life Science 103.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA Philanthropic meeting. Today 9:30 pm.
Ringenberg 21.
STUDENT ASSOC. FOR RECREATION meeting. Tonite 8pm. McAfee
Rm 138.
CIRCLE K INTERNATIONAL meeting. Tonite 7pm. Effingham Rm.
MTEA Bake sale. Today 9am. Coleman Hall.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.
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Classified Ad Form
Name:___________________________________
Address: _________________________________
Phone: _________________Student ❏ Yes ❏ No
Dates to run ______________________________
Ad to read:

Under Classification of: _____________________________________
Expiration code (office use only) ______________________________
Person accepting ad_________________Compositor _____________
no. words/days ___________________Amount due:$ _____________
Payment:
❏ Cash
❏ Check
❏ Credit
Check number________________

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

TUESDAY
P.M. WTWO-2
6:00 News
6:30 NBC News
7:00 Wheel of Fortune
Inside Edition
7:30
8:00 Wings
8:30 News Radio
9:00 Fraiser
9:30 ...Happiness
10:00 Dateline NBC
10:30

OCTOBER 10
WCIA-3

WAND-7, 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-16, 9C

WILL-12

LIF-40

Fox-8, 55

DSC-33

WEIU-9, 51

TBS-18

News
Inside Edition

News
Wheel of Fortune

SportsCenter

Family Matters
Newhart

MacNeil, Lehrer

Commish

1995 Baseball Review

Wings
Wings

Roseanne
Simpsons

Beyond 2000
Next Step

Carmen Sandiego
Bill Nye

Funniest Home
Videos

John Grisham’s
The Client

Baseball Playoff
Game 1

Dog Show: National Murder, She
Grand Chmpshp
Wrote

Hercules: The
Legendary Jrnys.

Nova

Unsolved
Mysteries

Movie: Alien Nation,
Body and Soul

Australia:
Predators...

Little House on
the Prairie

Private Life of
Plants

Bodybuilding:
NPC Mens Jr. Ntls.

Xena: Warrior

Masterpiece
Theater

Movie:
She Said No
Star Trek:
Voyager

Mysterious Univ.
World of Wonder
Secrets of the
Deep

Bonanza

Princess

Courthouse
American Gothic
News

News

Beach Sports
Awards
SportsCenter

Boxing: GreenMurray

News
Wings

Night Court

To the Manor Born

Unsolved Myst.

News
Firing line

Most Wanted...

Next Step

Today’s Choices

Cops

Beyond 2000

Movie

The Burning Bed
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Announcements
AST SOCCER-Lets make it
another win today! Get those
goals GATORS!!
______________________10/10
DID YOU KNOW YOU CAN SHIP
A PACKAGE, PROCESS FILM,
ORDER BALLOONS, CASH A
CHECK, BUY COOL EIU
CLOTHES, AND GET STAMPS
ALL AT TOKENS? OPEN
EVERYDAY IN UNIVERSITY VILLAGE.
_______________________11/3
SPECIALS SPECIALS SPECIALS Check our special tanning
prices! Call 345-911+1. European
Tan Spa.
______________________10/13
FAST FUNDRAISER-RAISE
$500 IN 5 DAYS-GREEKS,
GROUPS, CLUBS, MOTIVATED
INDIVIDUALS. FAST, EASY-NO
FINANCIAL
OBLIGATION.
(800)862-1982 EXT. 33
_______________________11/2
OLD TIME REVIVAL with nationally known Dr. Earl Bowers Sun
thru Wed. First Christian Church
4th & Jackson 7pm.
______________________10/11
ROSES ARE RED PICKLES
ARE GREEN PIZZA’S A
HOLLER BUT JOEY’S A
SCREAM Joey’s Delivers 3452466
______________________10/12
RIDE 1996 SCHWINN BICYCLES at your Coles County
Schwinn dealers-Oakley’s. Shop,
compare. Drive a little to save a
lot. Guaranteed repairs, 2601
Marshall, Mattoon.
______________________10/11
HAPPY BIRTHDAY ANN MARIE
MATHEWS LOVE YOU FAMILY
MOM, DAD & ROB
10/10
CONGRATULATIONS Cindi Unes
of AST for being active of the
month. TAU Love, Your Sisters
______________________10/10
INTERESTED IN SOCIAL
DANCE? A club is coming your
way. Male, female, other...single,
couple, other... ALL WELCOME.
Call 581-6051 ANYTIME
______________________10/18
ANG C., JENNY C., MELISSA,
JANINE, & KELLY x2. Keep on
Smilin’ PHI SIG Love Cathy G.
______________________10/10
MOCK TRIAL APPLICATIONS
now available- Wed-4 pm-CH228.
Tue-2:00-CH102. Deadline-25
Oct. Call 581-6220 for info.
______________________10/12
CLASS RING SALE. Order your
class rings at Tokens and save
$40-$80. Representative in the
store Wed, Thurs, & Fri, From 113. Payment plans available.
Order now for Christmas delivery.
______________________10/13

APPLY NOW!
If you take pride in
your work and are
seeking an employer
who appreciates
their employees, we
have the job for you!
Offering: Great
Benefits (full time
staff only), Full or
Part Time, Flexible
Scheduling All
Shifts,
Advancements
Opps.
Positions available: Activity
Director, Activity
Aides, Habilitation
Aides, Physical
Therapy Aide,
Programmers,
Cooks/Dishwashers,
Whether you are a
student, professional, retiree, or just a
solid individual looking for a good job,
join our organization
today.

738 18th St.,
Charleston, IL
M-F 8-8,
E.O.E.

classified advertising
Announcements
CONGRATULATIONS BRANDIE
GRELO of ALPHA PHI on getting
lavaliered to TIM WHITE of
SIGMA CHI at Bradley. Love,
your sisters
______________________10/10
MERRY CODY of ALPHA PHI:
Congrats on entering I-week!
Your parents are very proud!
Love, Debi and jason.
______________________10/10
HORSEBACK RIDING AT RILEY
CREEK STABLES. 5 min. from
campus. 348-1424. Hayrides and
bonfire area.
______________________10/10
CONGRATULATIONS ALPHA
PHI on entering I-week! Love,
your sisters
______________________10/10
CONGRATULATIONS to all
Women Rugby Players! Great job
against Ball State, lets do it again
this weekend! Tanya
______________________10/10
DUNHAM, You already won me
over in spite of me! Love
Geseppe Party of Three
______________________10/10
MARCY BENJAMIN, CONGRATULATIONS on entering I-week
kiddo! Your mom is so proud of
you! A-Phi love and mine, Sherry
______________________10/10
THANKS FOR EVERYTHING
JAKE. We will miss you so much.
Love, the A-Phis.
______________________10/10
CONGRATULATIONS on your
engagement HOLLY! Love in the
dove, Darcie
______________________10/10
ESA WOULD LIKE TO THANK
JIMMY JOHN’S FOR THEIR
WONDERFUL DONATIONS TO
OUR WALK-A-THON.
______________________10/10
CONGRATS A-PHI ALPHA
BETA’S on entering I-week! Keep
up the good work! Love the A-Phi
actives
______________________10/10
CONGRATULATIONS CARRIE
LABARGE of ALPHA PHI on getting lavaliered to TODD
SCHOROEDER of SIGMA PI!
Love, your sisters
______________________10/10
JILL DICKERSON: Your mom is
watching you. Get ready for
Thursday! Tau Love, Mom.
______________________10/10
MICHELLE WICK OF AST, your
mom is watching you. I can’t wait
til Thursday. Tau Love, Mom.
______________________10/10
THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
HAS MOVED TO A NEW LOCATION. WE ARE NOW LOCATED
IN THE MLK UNION GALLERY.
OFFICE HOURS ARE 8:00 AM
TO 4:30 PM.
_____________________HA-00
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Where do students get the experience they need
to be successful after graduation?

Graduate School.
Assistantships.
Internships.
Jobs.
(First you need a good resume)
The Daily Eastern News design department can help you get a good start
with professional resume service. Affordable, convenient,quality. Call 5812812 today to get on the road to future success!

NEED A GREAT
BIRTHDAY
SURPRISE?
Put a Photo and a Message in
The Daily Eastern News

on Your Friend’s Birthday!
FOR ALL TO SEE!

Only 12
$

Deadline is 3 business days
before it should run.

BARGAIN
BASEMENT

ADS
10 Words – 3 Days • $2
Any item or items for sale not to exceed a total of $100

15 Words – 7 Days • $5
Any item or items for sale not to exceed a total of $500

15 Words – 7 Days • $7

Any item or items for sale not to exceed a total of $1,000

Private Parties only,
items must be priced in ad
and

AD MUST BE PREPAID!
No Refunds or Copy Changes.

BARGAIN
BASEMENT
ADS
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With Top 25 ranking,
Wildcats gain respect
EVANSTON (AP) – For more
than two decades, being a
Northwestern football player
meant staring at the sidewalk
while walking around campus.
Eye contact with fellow students
brought apathy at best, derision
at worst.
Being the Northwestern coach
meant low job security and even
lower job satisfaction. Every
time things couldn’t possibly get
worse, they did. This week’s 520 embarrassment simply blended
into next week’s 61-14 debacle.
Smug comments were outnumbered only by supposedly
witty putdowns. North-WORSTern. The Mildcats. Lovable
losers. The laughingstock of college football. It got old, but it
never ended.
Until now.
After road wins over Notre
Dame and Michigan, the Wildcats are 4-1 and ranked 14th in
the nation. And ridicule has
turned into respect for a program that averaged only two

victories in the 23 years since its
last winning season.
“I’ve been here a long time –
many, many losses. I’ve won
almost as many games this year
as I did my first four,’’ fifth-year
senior Rodney Ray said Monday, two days after the 19-13
win at Michigan.
“The attitude is great. Everybody has the same goals, everybody wants the same thing. In
previous years, we had problems
with this, problems with that,
players knocking their coaches,
things that were holding the
team back.
“There were many times I
thought I should have gone
somewhere else. Now I just sit
back, look at the team, and
thank God I’m part of it. This is
a year I’ll never forget,’’ Ray
said.
Around campus, around the
Chicago metro area and around
the nation, the word “Northwestern’’ suddenly means football excellence.

Cowboys’ Haley takes
back words to Switzer
IRVING, Texas (AP) – A
repentant Charles Haley made
amends Monday. The Dallas
Cowboys defensive end apologized to his coaches for his outburst the day before and backtracked on his vow to retire after
the season.
“I overreacted to the situation,’’ he said. “I was frustrated.
On reflection I just wish I had a
cold Coke and got out of there
(Texas Stadium). We can’t have a
house divided and I won’t let it
happen.’’ Haley was steamed
because Shante Carver started at
defensive end in Sunday’s 34-24
victory over Green Bay. Haley
missed practice last week with a
sore back.
“They are going to get all that I
got this year and that’s it,’’ Haley
said after the game. “They’ll
never get me back in this uniform
again.’’ Haley quickly distanced
himself from retirement talk on
Monday, saying “We’ll see about
next year.’’ He signed a five-year

$15 million contract decision in
July after saying last January he
was retiring. Once he got the contract, Haley thanked owner Jerry
Jones and said he wanted to be a
leader on a Super Bowl team as a
payback.
Then came his Sunday tirade.
“I let the coaches know I’m
with them and I wish this hadn’t
come up and I regret that,’’ Haley
said. “I was just angry not being
out there on the field. Sunday is
my day to perform. It’s what I’m
good at. Now, I’ve vented my
frustration I’m happy again.’’
Haley had said of coach Barry
Switzer and his assistants: “I got
no love for none of them, none of
them. Trust me.’’ Switzer said the
Haley storm had passed.
“I’ve talked to Charles and we
have definitely resolved it,’’
Switzer said. “I hope he can start
on Sunday against San Diego. I
was never concerned how much
practice time he had. I expect him
to do what he can do.’’

Webber signs contract
LANDOVER, Md. (AP) –
Chris Webber could have gotten
more money to play elsewhere,
and he certainly could have
picked a team with a more illustrious tradition.
Yet, when Webber put his
name on a six-year contract
with the Washington Bullets on
Monday, he finally got what he
h a d b e en st r i vi ng f o r s i nc e
becoming the NBA’s top draft
choice in 1993.
“It’s about being happy. I
have peace of mind, something
I’ve been searching for for two
years,’’ he said. “That’s a hard
thing to do without, but now I
have a family and a place that I
can call home.’’ Webber didn’t
have either in Golden State,
wh e re he spent one s e a so n
before forcing the Warriors to
trade him. He didn’t have it last
year, either, because when he
came to the Bullets in
November he signed a contract
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that expired at the end of the
1994-95 season.
Now Webber is planning to
spend the rest of his career in
Washington. The 6-foot-10 forward will receive about $59
million over the next six years.
What the Bullets want in return
is no small thing.
“When I first saw him last
year, I thought, ‘You’re going
to be my man. You’re going to
bring me a championship,’’’
owner Abe Pollin recalled.
Webber dislocated his left
shoulder last December and
missed 19 games. Washington
went on to finish 21-61, missing the playoffs for a seventh
straight season, and Webber
cried after some particularly
tormenting losses.
He led the Bullets in scoring
( 20. 1 p o i nt s p e r g a m e ) a n d
rebounding (9.6), but he says
it’s the numbers in the victory
column that matter most.

EAT EVERY TUESDAY & THURSDAY
5 TO 9 pm
To Wong Foo Thanks For
Everything.. (PG-13) 4:45, 7:15
Halloween (R)
5:00, 7:00

Seven (R)
Assassins(R)

4:30, 7:15
4:15, 7:00

The Big Green (PG)

5:00,7:30

Jerry’s Pizza
& Pub

Corner of 4th and Lincoln
ALL YOU CAN EAT!
•PIZZA
•SALAD BAR
•SPAGHETTI
•GARLIC BREAD
$3.99 Plus Tax
Children 10 and under eat for $2.00

A Walk In The Clouds (PG-13)
7:00, 9:15
Dangerous Minds(R) 7:30, 9:45

345-2844
“AAARGH!
More Rum,
Matey!”

Grill Hours
11:00am-8:00pm

Tonight! •Good Sandwiches

Every Tuesday & Wednesday

•Good Soups
•Good Appetizers

Wednesday Specials

We got what you
like at Ike’s

D.J. Marky Mark

75¢ Keystone Lt. Cans

Martin Luther King Jr. University Union
Rathskeller & The Loft
Daily Specials (Available All Day Oct. 10, 1995)
*$3.99 Deluxe Dinner /
$2.99
$.99
$2.99 a la carte
Tuesday
Tuedsay
Italian Beef
Tuesday
1/3 lb.
Sandwich with
Swiss Steak
Rathskeller
Pepperoncini
Burger
w/ Fries and Drink
*Deluxe Dinner
Open Mon. - Fri. 11 am - 8 pm, Sat. - Sun. 4 - 8 pm
includes: Soup or Small
Check out our new vegetarian entrees!!
Salad, Drink, Potato,
Call our Hotline for Today’s Specials at 581-5326
and Vegetable
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Wannstedt dealing
Dolphin’s Marino
undergoes surgery with rookie kicker
MIAMI (AP) – Dan Marino,
the Miami Dolphins’ recordsetting quarterback, underwent
arthroscopic surgery today to
repair loose cartilage in his
right knee.
The cartilage damage was
discovered Sunday night when
Marino underwent an MRI test
after the Dolphins sustained
their first loss of the season,
27-24, in overtime to the
Indianapolis Colts.
Team spokesman Harvey
Greene said the surgery was
performed by team doctors Pete
Indelicato and Dan Kanell, but
he gave no other details.
WTUJ-TV reported Marino
was being operated on at Holy
Cross Hospital in Fort Lauderdale. A hospital spokeswoman, who declined to give

ERICKSON

her name, referred all questions
to the Dolphins.
Marino also suffered a hip
pointer during Sunday’s game,
but returned to action. Early in
the game, he set an NFL record
for pass completions, surpassing Fran Tarkenton’s mark, but
the Colts rallied from a 24-3
deficit to win.
Marino has had his left knee
operated on five times since
joining the Dolphins in 1983.
The most recent was arthroscopic surgery to repair loose
cartilage in December 1991.
He also underwent surgery in
October 1993 for a complete
rupture of the right Achilles
tendon, and in March 1994, he
had arthroscopic surgery to
remove bone spurs from his
right ankle.

from page 12

a UNI game. Now I love my Panthers with all my
heart. But I couldn’t help but crack a smile when I saw
hundreds of rolls oCharmin painting the Dome background “sky” after UNI scored a touchdown.
I would like to know the last time Eastern fans
brought out the T.P. to add a little excitement and atmosphere to the dull games at O’Brien.
All these extracurricular activities at UNI games
must be existent for a reason. They were not there at the
beginning, but with the emergence of a domed stadium,

OFFENSE
But I’m sure his technique was not sound on
s o me of t hose over throws.”
Northern Iowa used
the first seven minutes
of the second half for a
53-yard scoring drive
that ended with a field
goal putting the Purple
Panthers up 17-7.
The Panthers tried to
come back, but that’s

LAKE FOREST (AP) – Todd Sauerbrun’s net punting average, 30.6
yards, is the NFL’s worst.
His most recent punt, a short line-drive, was returned for a touchdown
that almost cost the Chicago Bears a victory against expansion Carolina.
Still looking for his first kickoff touchback, he was relieved of those
duties for Sunday’s final kick against the Panthers.
He’s been booed by his own home fans.
Everyone – from special teams coach Danny Abramowicz to fellow
rookie Rashaan Salaam to kicker Kevin Butler to Hall of Fame running
back Walter Payton – offered him sideline advice Sunday.
Afterward, Sauerbrun walked into the locker room with head coach
Dave Wannstedt’s arm draped around his shoulders.
“I just really believe he’ll be fine,’’ Wannstedt said Monday.
“We’ll just continue to work with him and coach him and get his confidence back. If I thought he was getting worse, or if I thought he
couldn’t be turned around, we’d talk about doing something about it.’’
So the Bears aren’t looking for another punter – yet.
Is that simply because they have invested too much in Sauerbrun,
whose NCAA-record 48.4-yard average last year at West Virginia
encouraged the Bears to make him their second-round draft pick? “The
draft pick thing is not the issue. The issue is that he’s got so much talent,’’ said Wannstedt, who claims Sauerbrun booms punts in practice and
pregame warmups. “We’re going to draft or sign some guys and if they
don’t have the talent, you replace them.

the fans now flock to the UNI-Dome. Saturday’s game
drew 14,182 fans. The capacity of the dome is 16,324.
Now I’m not proposing that Eastern start adding
more tuition increases so it can build a dome. But I am
proposing that Eastern seriously consider allowing tailgating in the parking lot. Attendance at home football
games is appalling, and if a minuscule amount of freedom for students is added to the games’ atmosphere,
who knows what might happen. Maybe even a little bit
of fun.

from page 12

when Eastern’s passing
game hit bottom.
O n t h i r d a n d f i ve
from its own 39,
M a u c h a nd r e c e i ve r
Jinho Ferriera mixed
up signals as Ferriera
streaked down the line
for a pass but Mauch
threw a short pass to
the sideline. The pass
was incomplete and the
Panthers were forced

FOOTBALL
his best punting game of the
season.
Denzer punted eight times for
336 yards, an average of 42
yards per punt. His longest punt
of the game went for 50 yards,
which he did twice.
Denzer entered the game
averaging 35 yards per punt.
Flash: Freshman Chris
Watson’s 100 yard kickoff return

to punt.
On their next possession, the Panthers
drove to the Northern
Iowa 30 yard line. But
o n s e c o n d a n d n in e ,
Mauch overthrew an
open Hess who was
ru n n in g a c ro s s th e
middle. If the completion was made, Hess
would have easily
made it into the end

zone.
High said some mistakes on passing downs
are what hurt Eastern
the most.
“They did a good
job defensively,” High
s a id . “ O u r b lo c k in g
was pretty solid. It was
when we passed that
w e h a d s o m e b re a k d o w n s o n w h o to
block.”

from page 12
to open Saturday’s game took
everyone by surprise. The return
was a new Gateway record, and
tied UNI-Dome and Eastern
records.
“We obviously blocked very
well and Chris has got good
speed so he was able to bring it
back,” Spoo said. “You hope
that would set the tempo for the
game but it sure didn’t. They

took it (momentum) away from
us right away.”
Turn it over: Eastern had one
take away to zero for Northern
Iowa, but the Panthers dropped
from No. 1 in the nation in
turnover margin to No. 2.
Eastern has a +14 turnover rating.
– Compiled by Paul Dempsey
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Sports Network
Division I-AA
Top 25
No. Team
‘95
1. McNeese State...............5-0
2. Appalachian State..........5-0
3. Marshall.........................4-1
4. S.F. Austin.....................5-0
5. Montana.........................5-1
6. Troy State.......................6-0
7. James Madison...............5-1
8. Delaware........................5-0
9. Eastern Kentucky...........5-0
10. Southern.........................5-0
11. Murray State..................6-0
12. Richmond.......................5-0
13. Georgia Southern...........4-1
14. Hofstra...........................6-0
15. Idaho State.....................5-0
16. Northern Arizona...........5-1
17. William and Mary..........4-2
18. Northern Iowa................3-2
19. Central Florida...............3-2
20. Connecticut....................5-0
21. Florida A&M.................2-2
22. Pennsylvania..................3-1
23. Indiana State..................5-1
24. Northwestern, La...........4-2
25. EASTERN ILLINOIS.5-1

St. Louis confident
after week-long rest
ST. LOUIS (AP) – The St. Louis Rams are back from a bye
week and more confident than ever.
In training camp, coach Rich Brooks said his team could
compete for a playoff berth even though it was coming off a 412 season and hadn’t had a winning record in the 1990s. On
Monday, he was shooting even higher.
The Rams are 4-1 and tied for the NFC West lead with
Atlanta and San Francisco entering Thursday’s game against
the Falcons.
“It’d be foolish when we’re tied for first place not to think
about winning our division,’’ Brooks said. “You think about not
only playoffs but home field advantage and all of those things.
``When you assess where we are right now and where the
rest of the league is right now, we’re in as good a shape as anybody.’’ Brooks said that includes Dallas and San Francisco,
even though both teams have a lot more experience.
“Our records are pretty similar, so let’s go for it,’’ Brooks
said. Quarterback Chris Miller agrees, to a certain extent.
“You’ve got to have high expectations,’’ Miller said. “You
look at that down-the-road picture, sure, but at the same time
your main perspective is on playing Atlanta and taking care of
business there.’’

SPIKERS

from page 12

losses of the season for both teams.
“We think we should be doing better,” said Amy Poynton,
senior outside hitter. “We’re not disappointed at this point –
we’re doing what counts to get the conference wins. But Friday’s
match (vs. UMKC) wasn’t exciting and we need to step up a little.”
– Complied by Matt Erickson

Where do students get the experience they need to be successful after graduation?

Graduate School.
Assistantships.
Internships.
Jobs.
(First you need a good resume)
The Daily Eastern News design department can help you get a good start with professional resume service. Affordable,
convenient, quality. Call 581-2812 today to get on the road to future success!

The Daily Eastern News
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Matt
Erickson
Staff writer

Fan support
not lacking at
Northern
Why is it that Eastern students
seem to have more fun on other
campuses than on this one? I
never could understand this theory until I journeyed to the
University of Northern Iowa over
the weekend to witness our football Panthers face their feline
counterparts and foes, the Purple
Panthers, in the UNI-Dome.
A typically ordinary road-trip
to cover a game became a lesson
in how our institution should do
things. It was UNI’s homecoming, which only added to the festivities. But through and through
– good God, do they have fun at
UNI.
The UNI-Dome is regarded as
one of the finest college athletics
facilities in the nation. But the
Dome itself is only part of the
excitement surrounding Northern
Iowa football.
The scene outside the Dome
was one I was unfamiliar with –
fans were actually allowed to
hold tailgate parties. That is a tradition that, from what I understand, has not graced Eastern’s
pregame scene on a large scale in
many years.
But in the “Jorns/Cougill/No
Fun-No Beer Era,” having a few
burgers, brats and beers in a safe
atmosphere like a stadium parking lot would go over about as
well as the pope frequenting
Panther’s Lounge on a Friday
night.
What I noticed about the tailgaters at UNI was that they were
having a good time. They were
there hours before kickoff listening to music, throwing the old
Nerf ball around and flipping
their weenies on the grill.
Come to Eastern’s pregame
activities at O’Brien Stadium and
you will find little more than the
marching band suiting up.
Where’s the excitement in that?
The UNI-Dome features several radio stations broadcasting outside the arena hours before the
game. Now perhaps this was an
increase due to the large turnout
of homecoming. But there are not
too many occasions that there are
radio booths giving away free
food in Charleston.
UNI’s pregame on-the-field rituals are far superior to any college football game I’ve seen. The
UNI marching band makes
Eastern’s look like the one you
played the recorder in in the
fourth grade.
Not to downplay our wonderful band, but when UNI’s does a
20-minute routine, complete with
a ceremony unveiling the Purple
Panther mascot and a hot-air balloon floating around the Dome –
it gets fans excited about the
game.
You want school spirit? Go to
See ERICKSON page 11
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Where’s the offense?
Panther offense
unable to score
touchdown in
last three games
By PAUL DEMPSEY
Sports editor
Where has the Eastern touchdown production gone?
In its past three games, the
Panther offense has scored just
two TD’s – and has been denied
a touchdown for five straight
quarters.
Special teams have done their
share, with Chris Watson’s 100
yard kickoff return for a TD vs.
Northern Iowa and a punt block
recovery for a touchdown against
Central State (Ohio).
But the Eastern football team’s
offense suffered through its
worst offensive output of the season in Saturday’s loss to
Northern Iowa, as the Panthers
turned in season lows for points
(seven), rushing yardage (-12
yards) and total net yards (164
yards).
In contrast, Eastern entered the
game averaging 263 yards per
game on the ground, 27 points a
game and 362 yards of total
offense per contest.
Head coach Bob Spoo said

after the game that strong penetration by Northern Iowa defenders kept Eastern’s offense off
balance for most of the contest.
“The wide rushers were able
to run by either the tight end a
tackle pretty well so I think we
needed to adjust,” Spoo said. “I
think we adjusted a little better in
the second half but in that first
half they got around us really
good and we didn’t adjust quick
enough.”
The Eastern offense crossed
the 50 yard line just three times,
and senior tailback Willie High
was held to a season low 39
yards on 15 carries.
Quarterback Pete Mauch was
sent scrambling all game, as he
was sacked or held for no
yardage running at least once in
four of Eastern’s five possessions
in the first half.
The senior signal caller was 13
for 26 passing for 176 yards,
with most of his yards coming on
a 67-yard bomb to Tom Hess late
in the game.
“He (Mauch) struggled,” Spoo
said. “Size, I’m sure, is a factor.
Setting your feet, being on balance and throwing is what you
have to do at that position and he
was kept off balance all night.
“He never got into any kind of
a rhythm and that’s a credit to
their (Northern Iowa) defense.
See OFFENSE page 11

CHET PIOTROWSKI/Staff photographer
Eastern defensive back/special teams player Chris Watson returns a
100-yard kickoff return on the opening play of the Eastern Northern
Iowa game last Saturday in Cedar Falls. Unfortunately, that would be
the only score of the day for the Panthers as they dropped their first
game of the year by a 17-7 score.

Even with loss, Panthers remain in Top 25
Even though Eastern’s ninegame winning streak was snapped
by Northern Iowa over the weekend, the Panthers remained in the
Sports Network’s Division I-AA
Top 25 poll this week at No. 25.
Eastern (5-1 overall, 1-1 in the
Gateway
Conference)
dropped from
No. 22, and
Northern
Iowa (3-2, 20) moved up
to No. 18
from No. 21. Football
Both teams notebook
are joined by
conference foe Indiana State (5-1,
3-0) which makes its first appear-

ance in the top 25 this season.
The Sycamores are on top of the
Gateway with a 3-0 mark, defeating Western Illinois, Southern
Illinois and Southwest Missouri
State.
Indiana State’s only defeat this
season came at the hands of
Division I Mississippi.
Seeing red: The Panthers
failed to score on their only trip
into the red zone (opponents 20
yard line) against Northern Iowa.
But that is not customary to what
Eastern has been doing this season.
The Panthers have been inside
their opponents’ 20 yard line 25
times this year, and have scored
on 21 of those occasions for an 84

Team
Indiana St.
Northern Iowa
EASTERN
Southern Ill.
Illinois State
Western Ill.
SW Missouri

Conf.
3-0
2-0
1-1
1-1
1-1
0-2
0-3

All
5-1
3-2
5-1
3-3
2-4
2-3
1-5

Saturday’s scores
N. Iowa 17, EASTERN 7
S. Illinois 14, Illinois St. 11
Indiana St.16, SW Miss. 9

percent conversion rate. Eastern
has scored 13 touchdowns and
eight field goals.
When the Panthers fail to score
a touchdown, the field goal is
almost certainly an automatic as
kicker Steve Largent has missed
just once (15-for-16) in his career
from a distance shorter than 30
yards.
Eastern’s four failures in the
red zone are: A pair of occasions
when Eastern turned the ball over
on downs, an intercepted pass and
a game when Eastern ran out the
clock.
Booty time: Eastern punter
Shawn Denzer took a liking to the
wind-free UNI-Dome, as he had
See FOOTBALL page 11

With season halfway done, spikers are happy
The Eastern volleyball season is more than
halfway over and the Panthers (9-10 overall,
2-0 in the Mid-Continent Conference) are just
about where they want to be as a team.
“Conference-wise, I think we’re where we
want to be,” sophomore middle hitter Lorri
Sommer said after the
team’s practice Monday.
“But Valparaiso is our big
rival and we really want to
win there.”
Valparaiso is the second
of three road matches for
Eastern this weekend. The
Panthers will play North- Volleyball
eastern Illinois Friday and notebook
then round out the road trip
with Chicago State on Sunday.
Valparaiso is 10-7 overall this season, with
three of those wins coming in conference play.
Valpo defeated the University of Missouri at
Kansas City, Chicago State and Northeastern
Illinois.
The Crusaders lead the Mid-Con with a

.227 hitting percentage and are running away
with the digs per game title with 22.5 per
game. So Valparaiso will be the definite test
for Eastern this weekend.
The other two opponents should not prove
much of a challenge. Northeastern Illinois is
currently 1-17 (1-2 Mid-Con) with its only
victory coming at the hands of fellow MidCon patsy Chicago State (0-17, 0-3).
“We expect to win all of our games this
weekend,” junior outside hitter Vanessa Wells
said. “But we still need to play tough to win.”
Wells Digging Toward Top: Wells is currently tied for third in the Mid-Con in digs per
game with a 3.9 average. She has collected
195 digs in 50 games this season.
With 749 career digs through last Friday’s
victory over UMKC, look for Wells to threaten Eastern’s top ten list of all-time diggers.
With at least 14 matches remaining in the season, Wells could break into the top ten to surpass Gianna Galanti (1986-88) at the 890 dig
mark.
Brown, Harper among leaders as well:

Monica Brown is Eastern’s leading block
threat on the court. The sophomore middle hitter from Casey-Westfield High School is
fourth in the Mid-Con at 1.1 blocks per game.
She has put the roof on opposing hitters 70
times in 65 games this season.
Sophomore setter Kara Harper, who set an
Eastern record for assists in a season last year
with 1,383, is also fourth in the conference in
assists. The 5-foot-6 playmaker has 561 assists
in 65 games giving her an 8.6 per-game-average.
Harper’s deadly float serve has also helped
her to team honors in service aces through
nineteen matches with 24.
Big expectations for Valpo match: A win
on the Crusaders home court would give the
Panthers the momentum they need for a strong
second-half finish in the Mid-Con. The
Panthers dropped a tough five-game match to
Valpo last season in Valparaiso and defeated
the Crusaders in four games in Lantz Gym.
The road losses were the only losses of the
See SPIKERS page 11

